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The article deals with an undeveloped problem 
in the genre studies that is the problem of the range 
in character of the genres functioning in the reli-
gious sphere and the features of system which are 
relevant to the defi ned sphere of communication. 
Matters of an active development of web-diaries on 
various topics infl uenced the changes in constitu-
tional features of communication and brought out 
the necessity of the study of Internet genre of the 
blog as a phenomenon of the modern informational 
society are analyzed. The peculiarity of the genre of 
religious Internet-blog as a means of revealing in it 
the peculiarities of realization of language personal-
ity of the author – a clergy man is described.

Global informational space of the 21st century, 
which is one of the main parameters of the mod-
ern civilization, forms personal characteristics of a 
modern personality. Media space defi nes the mech-
anisms of interrelation between individuals and so-
ciety, revealing new forms and means of interaction 
even in such a conventional sphere of life like re-
ligion. Informational fi eld of religious mass media 
made up by the net of mass media is in close rela-
tion to temporal journalism and standardness which 
have been greatly changed for the last 15 years.

The elements of the common speech had been 
introduced to the journalism which have been de-
veloping in the fi eld of the literary language and 
bookish style, but these processes also touched re-
ligious journalism: postsoviet reality forms issues 
of a new type, made on the basis of style-forming 
conceptions, which were not used in the soviet mass 
media. The latter is characterized by the reduction 
of the style of mass press, the lack of literary nor-
mal purity, the deviation from the norm, expedient 
adaptability of the norm to social situational condi-
tions of the society [2, 5].

One of the characteristics of the media dis-
course of the beginning of the 21st century is to 
follow the tendencies marked by the researchers, 
moreover some changes acquired hypertropical 
forms such as aggressive and shocking style, striv-
ing for sensation, irony, sarcasm, deviation from the 
ethic norms, usage of nonliterary words, etc. The 
balance between the standard and the expression is 
shifting to the intensifi cation of the latter and is be-
ing changed by hyperexpression.

The description of the religious language per-
sonality is based on the world outlook of the per-
sonality itself that is the theocentrical paradigm 

defi nes a man and his language as God’s creations 
according to the Bible and sacred studies of reli-
gious men. 

Religious anthropology studying the problems 
of language and religion, language and culture, lan-
guage and consciousness, language and communi-
cation serves as a methodological basis for modern 
humanitarian studies.

Religious journalism is also oriented to the con-
ceptions of speech behavior such as spoken styles 
and tactics, character of the relation to the interlocu-
tor and even the aim at the language game. Spoken 
strategies are considered to be deliberate satiety of 
publicistic style by the features of spoken speech in 
order to economically use language means, attract 
more users – parishioners and people who are inter-
ested in religious matters, for expanding the circle 
of blog readers.

Publicistic religious discourse is a half-institu-
tional variety of the church discourse in which the 
structure and the uniformity of norms of interaction, 
conventionally fi xed in mental spheres of a defi nite 
society is revealed [4, 113]. It is not strictly regulat-
ed by status and role relations between the partici-
pants of the communication and allows deviations 
from regulations, ritualization and stereotypization 
of communication which lead to some extent to the 
washing away the borders of instutionality.

The communicative aim of the texts of the gen-
re «discussions with a clergyman» is multifaceted: 
revealing the dictum content, the author simultane-
ously strives for emotional and psychological infl u-
ence on the addressee by means of interpretation of 
Holy Scripture and citation of the precedent events 
and names of the canonical books, striving for im-
posing religious and moral education of the audi-
ence, propaganding the positive part of the Church 
in life of a modern society, appealing to follow 
Christian Commandments, preserving religious tra-
ditions: the author aims at educating the audience 
in a religious spirit. Thus, the combination of edu-
cational and didactic, religious and educational, re-
ligious and propaganda, regulative, psychologically 
infl uential, emotionally infl uential aims realizes 
multifaceted communicative direction of the texts 
of Internet writing to a clergyman.

Complex communicative aim forms multifaceted 
image of a clergyman where, on the one hand, he is 
a spiritual pastor, a preceptor of laymen, but, on the 
other hand, he is one of the «Mother – Church’s chil-
dren». This variation of the image of the author reveals 
in the variation of language form, defi ning the narrator 
(my authorship/ our authorship / our ixclusive).

The tactic is regarded as a means of realization 
of the speech strategy with the help of actualization 
by phased solution of the communicative aims. The 
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strategies are chosen on the basis of the fi nal com-
municative aim, peculiarities of a communicative 
situation, and individual peculiarities of a language 
personality of the producer of the discourse. The 
tactics which realized the strategies are the tools 
of successive achievement of the aim by means of 
solving defi nite problems of communication [4].

Religious Internet discourse is a multimeasured 
linguistic, social and cultural phenomenon, an inal-
ienable category of which is evaluation that is so-
cial evaluation which is one of the most important 
spheres of semantics of the language of a newspa-
per, a circle of the actions of inner factors of its de-
velopment [3:39]. Evaluation is one of the publicis-
tic universals reveals in selection and classifi cation 
of the facts, in their description at the defi nite sight 
level, in accordance with negative and positive de-
tails, in specifi c linguistic means.

Religious discourse in modern society appears 
as a mechanism of defi ning value guidelines and 
priorities of nowadays life in accordance with the 
highest personal values. Religious values serve axi-
ological guidelines both for an individual and so-
ciety. The highest guidelines of person’s behavior 
are coloured by being refracted through the prism 
of the axiological world view of the society and eth-
nosociety.

Topical scientifi c interest to the phenomenon 
of the blogs, which have been spread for the last 
decade, vividly demonstrates the tendencies to the 
genre convergence and shift of the borders between 
private and public.

Mass media are characterized as a reference to 
mass audience, all-availability, corporation charac-
ter of production and spreading information. One 
can name along with the modern mass media both 
Orthodox and Islamic Internet web-sites, blogs and 
columns. Modern religious discourse which is one 
of the oldest types of institutional communication 
hasn’t been studied yet.

The main speech strategies of the church 
journalists in e-journals and blogs are dialogues 
and «contact built in». Dialoguization is revealed 
through striving of laymen for hearing and the opin-
ion and advice of a preceptor on a fact, an event or 
a phenomenon, or vice a versa when a clergyman 
fi nds out about life of his laymen about the solution 
of problems stated.

So called «built in contact» effects are rap-
prochement, resemblance, unity. Such manipula-
tions demonstrate the fact that a clergyman is a 
common person like everybody else around, he pos-
sesses emotional revelations, he is interested in all 
events of temporal life. A clergyman comes in con-
tact with one reader and at the same time contacts 
with all the audience on the web-site.

The signals of speech have a contact achiev-
ing, approaching potential. The method of «built 
in contact» includes the idea of coordination such 

as «I want to be like you». To achieve such a con-
tact not only large language experience but the 
skill of evaluation of such experience from the 
other side help the author. Due to both speech fl ex-
ibility in everyday life and «built in contact» and 
its extremely manipulative character he gets used 
to «a foreign language», imitates it and makes 
it his own.

In religious journalism along with the tradi-
tional journalism basic tonality of unconstraint and 
good wishing to the reader makes harder. The ton in 
accordance with the subject of speech in journalism 
is situationally conditioned, depends on an object 
and defi ned by emotional and will and evaluative 
settings of the author towards the situation and the 
topic of the discussion. Many researchers mark the 
increasing aggressiveness of modern speech, along 
with the often use of confrontational strategies and 
tactics of speech behavior [1, 26].

A speech tactic of irony as a lesser emotional 
type of aggression in religious blogs is an effective 
means of evaluation and addressee unmasking. The 
tactic of irritation shortens status and role distance 
between a clergyman and a layman. On the one 
hand, it transforms the discussion into a «speech» 
register, on the other hand, it realizes preceptor’s 
strategies such as a tactic of evaluation and disap-
proval. The tactic of ascertaining of incompetence 
is pragmatically aimed at the evaluation of state-
ments and image of thoughts of an addressee as 
bad-grounded, non professional, not compatible 
with spiritual senses.

Thus, the main specifi c feature of the blog on 
a church web-site is revealed in its vividly shown 
axiological dominant, through the prism of which 
individual, personal and institutional bases are dif-
ferentiated and interrelated. They are revealed both 
as a complex interrelation of individual and profes-
sional sides of the language personality of the au-
thor – a clergyman and in its specifi c speech and 
genre characteristics. 
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